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Abstract

Lightweight aggregate concrete (LWAC) has relatively larger porosity than conventional concrete, mainly due

to the incorporation of porous lightweight aggregates. The types of used lightweight aggregates are critical in de-

termining the physical properties of LWAC, and it is therefore important to examine their effects on the durable

characteristics of the material. To perform comparative analysis, the concrete mixture designs with two theoretical

density classes were developed. The mixture composition for each class was constant and the only variable parameter

was the type of the used lightweight aggregates-expanded glass (Liaverr), expanded clay (Liaporr), and foam glass

(Ecoglasr). Accordingly, their pore characteristics and durability-related properties, such as sorptivity, open water

porosity, and water penetration depth, were examined. To understand these phenomena, the permeable characteristic,

tortuosity, was also calculated using a numerical approach incorporating X-ray micro-computed tomography. The

examined results confirm that the durability characteristics of LWAC are strongly affected by the used aggregate types

and are highly correlated with their pore structures. In terms of permeable characteristics, expanded glass is the most

beneficial material among the used particles, and the systematic approach in this study can be used to examine the

durability characteristic of LWAC.
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1. Introduction

Lightweight concrete, which has a relatively lower density than conventional (normal-weight) concrete not ex-

ceeding 2000 kg/m3, is a type of concrete that includes numerous pores or lightweight components, which reduce its

dead weight [1, 2]. Due to advantages, such as low density, advanced insulation, and noise reduction performance,

lightweight concrete is widely used in the construction industry [3, 4]. It can be classified into two categories: foamed

concrete and lightweight aggregate concrete. The former is composed of binder and pores produced by the use of a

foaming agent in general [5, 6], while the latter consists of a binder and lightweight aggregates [7, 8]. As a structural

component, lightweight aggregate concrete can be considered more beneficial than foamed concrete because of its

mechanical properties [9, 10].

Lightweight aggregate concrete (LWAC) is a versatile lightweight material that satisfies both thermal and me-

chanical performance requirements, i.e. relatively low thermal conductivity and appropriate compressive strength,

considering its material density [11, 12]. Highly porous natural or synthetic lightweight aggregates are used to pro-

duce LWAC; it is their presence which is the main reason for the low bulk density [13]. More than 50 % of the

concrete volume in LWAC is occupied by lightweight aggregates, with their properties and characteristics being crit-

ical parameters in determining LWAC performance [14, 15]. For instance, the physical and mineralogical properties

of aggregates can affect the thermal conductivity and compressive strength of lightweight concrete by up to 25 % at

the same density level [16, 17, 18, 19]. Several types of lightweight aggregates are available for use in the production

of the LWAC. These can enhance a large variety of properties such as density, mechanical properties, thermal con-

ductivity, and durability [20]. According to EN 13055 [21], lightweight aggregates are granular materials of mineral

origins having a particle density not exceeding 2000 kg/m3. Lightweight aggregates can be classified into the natural

kind, manufactured from natural sources, and those manufactured using the by-products or recycled materials [22].

Various lightweight aggregates of different origins were used in LWAC, such as recycled masonry rubbles [23], low-

silicon iron tailings [24], municipal solid waste incinerator (MSWI) fly ash [25], water treated sludge [26], expanded

polystyrene (EPS) [27], raw rice husk [28], and crushed glass [29]. Lightweight aggregates from natural resources

can be also used for production of lightweight concrete, such as expanded perlite [30], vermiculite [31], and natu-

ral pumice [32]. Expanded artificial lightweight materials from different sources, such as expanded glass (Liaverr

and Poraverr) and expanded clay (Liaporr and Lecar), were also utilized in lightweight aggregate concrete. These

lightweight aggregates have been widely used in the construction and building industries, due to their superior perfor-

mance in insulation and the reduction of dead weight [33, 34].
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The use of LWAC aims at producing low-density materials with minimal strength loss, with the characteristics of

the used lightweight aggregates being important in controlling material properties [35, 36]. The low particle density

of lightweight aggregates is created by entrapped air forming an internal cellular pore system. In this procedure,

lightweight aggregates tend to lose some mechanical performance, but insulation and noise reduction characteristics

are enhanced with increased porosity. As with other types of concrete, both mechanical and physical properties–such

as compressive strength and thermal conductivity–are the most important criteria in evaluating the performance of

lightweight aggregate concrete [8, 10, 37]. Conventional concrete is a durable material which has high resistance to

severe changes upon decades of long exposure to the external environment [38]. Since concrete is potentially vulner-

able to certain circumstances, its durability-related properties, such as water absorption or permeability, need to be

taken into consideration as important variables [39, 40]. The durability of lightweight concrete depends mainly on its

major components: i.e. binder and lightweight aggregates. When using lightweight aggregates, the connectivity of the

pore system is particularly important in governing durability in comparison to conventional concrete using the same

cement paste. The water absorption of lightweight aggregates is an influential parameter in the design and production

of lightweight concrete [22]. Compared with normal-weight aggregates, the water absorption of lightweight aggre-

gates significantly affects the workability of LWAC as well as its hardened properties [41]. Lightweight aggregates

have a negative effect on concrete workability, especially in the case of transport concrete, which should be workable

for an extended period. In addition, lightweight particles can hold more moisture than normal aggregates; this can

affect the physical properties of concrete significantly, depending on the pore system and its connectivity [34].

As mentioned above, LWAC generally has a porous structure, particularly in materials with low density, with its

permeability also being an important parameter in material durability [42, 43]. It is well known that the high per-

meability of concrete contributes to accelerate the access for both water and other substances, which damages the

concrete itself or the steel embedded in it [44, 45]. Several studies investigated the permeability of cement-based ma-

terials. The permeable pores of LWAC with silica sludge, fly ash, or paper mud was measured by means of mercury

intrusion porosimetry (MIP) [46], and the effect of pre-wetted aggregates on LWAC was also evaluated [47]. The per-

meable characteristics of cold bonded fly ash lightweight aggregate [48], expanded polystyrene aggregates [49], and

lapilli lightweight aggregates [50] were also investigated. Nondestructive investigations using X-ray micro-computed

tomography were performed to examine pore structures and permeability in concrete [51, 52]. Although its signifi-

cance, the permeable or durability-related characteristics of LWAC have rarely been performed than other properties,

such as compressive strength and thermal conductivity. In particular, nondestructive and microstructural investigation,

which can contribute to the material development, have rarely been conducted.

This study mainly aims to investigate the effects of different lightweight aggregates on durability-related properties
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using several approaches. Three expanded lightweight aggregates from different origins were used: expanded clay

(Liaporr), expanded glass (Liaverr), and foamed glass (Ecoglasr). The used lightweight aggregates were made

of recycled materials which can be considered environmental friendly, with densities lower than that of their source

materials. A set of LWAC specimens with different density levels were produced with these lightweight aggregates. In

each density class, only the type of aggregates was considered as a variable in order to clarify the effect of aggregate

on the LWAC characteristics. Properties of concrete, such as compressive strength and thermal conductivity, were

investigated in the previous study [53], with this work concerned only properties related to durability characteristics.

To examine the inner structures of the specimens without destruction, X-ray micro-computed tomography (micro-CT)

was adopted, with different pore characteristics investigated using the obtained images. Micro-CT was employed to

investigate the pore structure of the cement matrix as well as that of lightweight aggregate and correlate them with the

durability characteristics of concrete. Permeable characteristics were evaluated via tortuosity, which is a parameter

describing the curvature of a pore network [54, 55]. A discussion of the correlation between overall material properties

and pore characteristics can be found then, together with a demonstration of the effectiveness of each expanded

lightweight aggregate on the durability characteristics of concrete.

2. Materials and mixture design properties

This study examined the influence of three different types of lightweight aggregate on the porosity, permeability

and sorptivity of lightweight concrete. Two theoretical classes of oven-dry density were considered for the specimens

with expanded glass aggregates (Liaverr): 600 and 800 kg/m3. To compare the effect of different aggregates on

LWAC, the aggregate volume, cement content, and w/b ratio for each density series were fixed, and only the aggregate

type was replaced in the specimens with the same density level. The detailed description of the specimens will be

discussed in the following sections. For all mixes, blast furnace slag cement CEM III A 42.5 N–in accordance with

EN 197-1–was used. Microsilica slurry (Silicol) provided by Sika (Germany) and complying with EN 12363-1 was

used to improve both the stability and cohesion of the fresh mixtures and to enhance the properties of the hardened

concrete. The chemical compositions and particle size distributions of the cement and microsilica are presented

in Table 1 and Fig. 1, respectively. The quality of lightweight concrete with a low density (<1000 kg/m3) is very

sensitive to the volume of its ingredients. In its fresh state, LWAC can suffer from segregation and bleeding. To

overcome this problem, an admixture that can enhance viscosity (Stabilizer-ST 10160317, Sika Germany) was used,

which can improve the cohesion between the components of the mixture and prevent the separation of individual

particles. For LWAC with such a low density, compaction and vibration are not recommended due to the difference

between the density of lightweight aggregate and the cement paste. Therefore, the produced concrete needs to have
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high consistency class so that it can be cast without external energy. This can be achieved by adding water-reducing

admixture (PCE superplasticizer), which is compatible with both cement and viscosity-enhancing admixtures. In this

study, superplasticizer (Viscocrete 2014) provided by Sika Germany was used to obtain the target consistency class of

F4/F5, as specified in EN 206-1.
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Figure 1: Particle size distributions of the fine materials

Table 1: Physical and chemical properties of cement and microsilica [wt.%]

Material CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO Na2O K2O SO3
Specific Loss on Surface

density ignition area
(LoI) [m2/kg]

CEM III/A 42.5 N 54.79 23.72 8.81 1.46 5.22 0.31 0.58 2.41 2.7 3.06 386.5
Microsilica 0.21 98.42 0.21 0.01 0.1 0.11 0.19 0.09 0.66 2.21 20000

2.1. Types of different lightweight aggregates

Three different types of lightweight aggregates with different densities, strength, and water absorption were used.

The mechanical and durability characteristics of LWAC are strongly affected by aggregates properties, with their size,

shape, distribution, and pore connectivity. The following lightweight aggregates with different characteristics were

taken into consideration and tested in this study:

• Liaporr (expanded clay): Liaporr is made of high-quality clay, burnt in a rotary kiln at a temperature of about

1200 ◦C. The process creates lightweight aggregates with very fine pores, complying with EN 13055, as can be seen

in Fig. 2(a). The material is available on the market from a 2 mm size, with smaller fractions available only in crushed

form, which results in substantially higher density and water absorption than rounded fractions.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2: The used expanded lightweight aggregates: (a) Liaporr, (b) Liaverr, (c) Ecoglasr (Note: in each case, the images on the left are the
aggregates, while those on the the right are light microscopy images.)

• Liaverr (expanded glass): Liaverr is a type of expanded glass made from recycled glass by sintering the source

material in a rotary kiln at a temperature of up to 900 ◦C. Expanded glass particles are spherical with smooth surfaces

and encapsulated air pores within a shell. They comply with EN 13055, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Compared to expanded

clay, expanded glass has a lower density, less water absorption, and lower crushing strength.

• Ecoglasr (foamed glass): Ecoglasr is made of recycled glass by grinding the glass to a fine powder and mixing it

with a foaming agent. The mixture was heated to 1000 ◦C until a foaming process took place. The produced particles

are cellular materials with low density, as can be seen in Fig. 2(c).

The physical and mechanical properties of the used lightweight aggregates were measured experimentally as

presented in Table 2. Their water absorptions were also measured at 60 min and at 24 h in accordance with EN

1097-6.

2.2. Mix composition and mixing procedure

In this study, two different series of concrete mixes were designed and prepared to investigate the influence of

lightweight aggregate types as well as their densities on the properties of LWAC. For this purpose, two different

densities, 600 and 800 kg/m3, were considered. In order to compare the performance of lightweight aggregates

with different densities, the design process of LWAC mixtures has to be undertaken carefully. In general, one of

two common approaches can be used to design such mixtures: with a constant oven-dry density for each series
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Table 2: Mechanical and physical properties of the used lightweight aggregates

Material Shape Particle density Crushing resistance∗ Water absorption Water absorption
[kg/m3] [N/mm2] 60 min [wt.%] 24 h [wt.%]

Liaporr 2-8 mm Rounded 540 ≥ 0.9 13.0 18.0
Liaporr 2-6 mm Rounded 670 ≥ 1.6 13.0 16.0
Liaporr 1-4 mm Rounded 850 ≥ 2.2 11.0 13.0
Liaporr 0-2 mm Crushed 1350 ≥ 4.0 23.6 30.0
Liaverr 4-8 mm Rounded 300 ≥ 1.9 7.3 13.6
Liaverr 2-4 mm Rounded 310 ≥ 2.2 8.9 14.4
Liaverr 1-2 mm Rounded 350 ≥ 2.4 10.3 15.8

Liaverr 0.5-1 mm Rounded 450 ≥ 2.9 9.0 15.4
Ecoglasr 5-8 mm Crushed 310 ≥ 1.0 15.6 27.3
Ecoglasr 2-5 mm Crushed 340 ≥ 2.4 13.8 25.5
Ecoglasr 0-2 mm Crushed 1050 ≥ 3.0 11.7 21.6

* data provided by manufacturers

(where the aggregate volume is different) or with a constant aggregate volume for each series (with a different dry

density according to the aggregate density). In the former approach, the lightweight aggregate volume can be varied,

which can cause a change in concrete properties related to other factors, not by aggregate type. The latter approach

was therefore selected here, where the aggregate volume, cement content, and w/b ratio were fixed in each density

class, as shown in Table 3. Here, the specimens with Liaporr, Liaverr, and Ecoglasr were denoted as LP, LV,

and EG, respectively. The size distributions of the used aggregate particles in each specimen are also presented in

Fig. 3. In each case, the number 1 is for the specimen with lower density, and the number 2 is for the higher density

specimen. The lightweight concrete mixture with expanded glass (Liaverr) was considered as the reference mix, with

the mix compositions designed to achieve the target dry density levels of 600 and 800 kg/m3. In the mixtures with

the other lightweight aggregates, the same volume of expanded glass was replaced with the other materials: expanded

clay (Liaporr) and foamed glass (Ecoglasr). For each type of lightweight aggregate, two mixtures with different

densities were prepared and tested; this approach allows to evaluate solely the effect of the aggregate type itself on

the durability-related properties of concrete. In the reference specimens with expanded glass, the water-binder (w/b)

ratios were fixed at 0.77 (600 kg/m3) and 0.43 (800 kg/m3). Regarding mixture proportions, the dense packing concept

was adopted to calculate the required volume of lightweight aggregates: i.e. 68.3 % and 57.7 % for the 600 kg/m3

and 800 kg/m3 in the LV specimens (reference mixes), respectively. Other mixes with Liapor (LP) and Ecoglas (EG)

have been prepared with the same volume of aggregate 68.3 % and 57.7 % for each density class. Similarly to the LV

specimens, for mixes LP1 and EG1, w/b ratio was constant at 0.43, while the ratio was set to be 0.77 for the LP2 and

EG2 specimens.

The water absorption of lightweight aggregate needs to be carefully controlled in the mixing process, because

it is an important parameter which significantly influences the properties of both fresh and hardened concrete. Due
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Figure 3: The gradings of the used aggregates for the specimens

Table 3: Composition of LWAC mixture [kg/m3]
Material LP1 LP2 LV1 LV2 EG1 EG2
Cement 216 405 216 405 216 405

MS∗ 24 45 24 45 24 45
Water 184 194 184 194 184 194
SP∗∗ 3.8 4.5 3.8 4.5 3.8 4.5
ST∗∗∗ 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7

Liaporr 2-8 mm 95.2 128.4 - - - -
Liaporr 2-6 mm 58.1 78.4 - - - -
Liaporr 1-4 mm 72.7 93.1 - - - -
Liaporr 0-2 mm 268.0 45.5 - - - -
Liaverr 4-8 mm - - 42.6 57.5 - -
Liaverr 2-4 mm - - 33.4 45.0 - -
Liaverr 1-2 mm - - 28.5 38.3 - -

Liaverr 0.5-1 mm - - 89.0 15.0 - -
Ecoglasr 5-8 mm - - - - 44 59.4
Ecoglasr 2-5 mm - - - - 62.4 84.1
Ecoglasr 0-2 mm - - - - 207.9 35.3

*MS: microsilica, **SP: superplasticizer, ***ST: stabilizer

to differences in water absorption and suction rates of different types of lightweight aggregates, trial mixes were

performed to select the appropriate method of mixing. Three different methods were examined: mixing method 1)

presoaking of aggregate and adding it to the mixer in saturated surface dry form (SSD); mixing method 2) adding

aggregate to the mixer in dry form and then adding extra amount of water equal to the absorption of aggregate to the

mixer with the mixing water (w/b); mixing method 3) adding aggregate in dry form without considering extra water.

The preliminary results of the trial mixes showed that the mixing method 2 was appropriate for expanded glass (LV

mixes) and foamed glass (EG mixes). However, method 1 (presoaking of aggregate for 1 hour) was more proper for
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Table 4: Mechanical and thermal properties of LWAC specimens [53]
Specimen LP1 LP2 LV1 LV2 EG1 EG2

Compressive strength 8.57 18.3 7.2 15.3 7.88 10.56[MPa]
Thermal conductivity 0.216 0.298 0.127 0.196 0.208 0.28[W/m/K]

expanded clay aggregate (LP mixes). To mix the concrete ingredients, a Zyklos concrete mixer with a capacity of 50

liters was used. After the addition of the aggregates, the cement, and microsilica, the dry mixture was mixed for 1

min. Thereafter, water, superplasticizer, and stabilizer were added and mixed for an additional 3 min. After mixing,

concrete consistency was determined by measuring the flow diameter, as specified in EN 206-1. The cast concrete

samples were stored in a curing chamber with a controlled temperature and humidity of 21 ◦C and 99 %, respectively,

until the testing day. Table 4 shows the compressive strength and thermal conductivity of the specimens, which were

measured in the previous study [53].

3. Property evaluation and pore characteristics using different approaches

3.1. Oven-dry density and water absorption measurements

Several tests were conducted to examine the influence of lightweight aggregate type on the pore characteristics and

transport properties of hardened lightweight aggregate concrete. Oven-dry densities were measured on cubic samples

according to EN 12390-7, and open water porosity was determined using the water displacement method following

Archimedes principle of buoyancy [56]. Dry concrete sample was submerged under water to measure the volume of

open pores. For these tests, 100×100×100 mm3 cubical steel molds were filled with fresh concrete from each mix,

and demolded after 24 h, and cured until the age of 28 d from casting. One day before testing, the concrete specimens

were saturated with water for 24 h and the saturated mass (msat) was measured. To determine the exact volume of the

specimen, the mass under water (msub) was determined. The volume of the sample (V) was measured using Eq. (1).

The LWAC specimens were then dried at 105±5 ◦C until constant mass (mdry). The oven-dry density (D) can be

measured using the following in Eq. (2).

V =
msat − msub

ρw
(1)

D =
mdry

V
(2)

where ρw is the density of water.

The open water porosity (P) can be calculated using the following formula in Eq. (3):
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P =
msat − mdry

V
× 100[%] (3)

For the transport properties of LWAC, water penetration depth as an indicator for concrete permeability (EN

12390-8) and capillary suction as an indicator for sorptivity (EN ISO 15148) were measured. For the water penetration

depth, standard cylindrical steel molds of 150(φ)×300 mm3 were filled with fresh concrete. At the testing age, the

water penetration of the LWAC specimens were measured by applying a water pressure of 5 bars for 72 hours. The

samples were split, and the depth of penetration was measured at the waterfront. For the capillary suction test, standard

40×40×160 mm3 prisms were filled with fresh concrete and cured until the testing age. For testing, the concrete prisms

were dried at 105±5 ◦C until constant mass. After cooling in moisture free conditions, the samples were covered with

paraffin on all sides so that water could move only in the vertical direction. In this testing method, capillary suction is

the main force that absorbs the water inside the sample, with the concrete samples placed in a water container with a

sample immersion depth of 5 mm. From the dry mass of the sample, mass increase can be calculated at different time

intervals up to 24 h, making it possible to calculate the water absorption coefficient from the measured results.

3.2. Micro-CT imaging to evaluate pore characteristics

To investigate the inner structure of the used LWAC specimens, micro-CT, a noninvasive and nondestructive

approach, was adopted. Micro-CT makes it possible to obtain a set of cross-sectional (2D) images such that a 3D

volume of the specimen can be visualized by stacking the 2D images, as shown in Fig. 4. In the 1st and 2nd images,

the cross-section and volume are composed of 1000 pixels (or voxels) along the edge with a 29.7 µm resolution; these

grayscale images expressed in an 8-bit system, which is represented by 256 values (0-255). The pixel/voxel values

are determined according to the attenuation factor of the used X-ray and component densities [57, 58]; for instance,

the regions described in black can be assumed to be pores, while the brighter parts can be considered as solids with

different densities.

For a more detailed investigation, image segmentation is needed so that a specific component, such as aggregate,

binder, and pores, can be visualized and examined separately. A multi-thresholding segmentation, using the modified

Otsu method [59, 60] as well as a modified watershed algorithm [61], was performed to segment the original micro-

CT images. As shown in Fig. 4, these approaches make it possible to effectively segment and visualize the lightweight

aggregates and the pore structure of a target specimen. In each case, the pore and solid characteristics can be evaluated

from the segmented images; moreover, the permeability-related property, tortuosity, can also be computed.
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3.3. Evaluation of permeability properties

The permeable characteristics of the LWAC specimens were described in terms of tortuosity. Tortuosity used to

measure the curvature of a path can also be utilized to examine the pore networks of a target sample. Furthermore,

tortuosity allows for the calculation of the relative deviation from the linearity of networked void paths [55, 62].

Tortuosity can be computed using the following path-length ratio approach in Eq. (4):

τ = Cc/Ls (4)

where τ is tortuosity, Cc is the actual distance between two end points, which represents the length of the pore channel,

and Ls is the shortest channel length between the end pores.

The A-star algorithm, an approach for finding the route from a starting location to a target location with minimum

cost by avoiding obstacles, was used to compute the channel path (Cc) between inlet and outlet parts of the pores [63].

Fig. 5 shows the schematic of the A-star algorithm. This method is a cost scoring approach composed of the following

two functions: G(t), the actual cost of the route from the starting to the temporary locations (t), and H(t), the heuristic

cost estimation from the temporary location to the end location. The G(t) can be computed by combining the vertical,

Figure 4: Micro-CT imaging including component segmentation for the LP1 specimen (Note: all voxels in 2D and 3D micro-CT images are
expressed in grayscale. In the aggregate image, the white represents lightweight aggregate particles, while in the pore structure image, the dark
gray represents pores within the specimen.)
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Figure 5: Schematic of the A-star algorithm (Note: the temporary location (t) with green moves from the starting to end points.)

horizontal, and diagonal distances between the starting and the temporary points. The heuristic cost (H(t)) can be

calculated as the sum of the vertical and horizontal distances from the temporary location to the end location, which

is called as the Manhattan distance. The total cost (F(t)) between the starting and end points is then computed as the

sum of two cost functions: F(t) = G(t) + H(t). The calculation of the total cost proceeds iteratively, with the lowest

cost of F in each iteration determined using the A-star algorithm while the temporary location moves from the starting

to the end locations. The target pore structures of the specimens were obtained from the micro-CT images, while the

measured tortuosity was used to examine the permeability-related characteristics of the LWAC.

4. Result and discussions

In this study, the durability-related characteristics and properties of LWAC with different aggregate types and

densities were investigated. Pore characteristics, such as porosity and pore size distribution, were evaluated using the

obtained micro-CT data. The water absorption and tortuosity of the specimens were also measured using experimental

and numerical approaches, respectively. The pore and physical properties were then correlated and discussed below.

4.1. Oven-dry density of LWAC

As mentioned earlier, mixes LV1 and LV2 with expanded glass were considered to be the reference mixes. These

two mixes were designed to have a theoretical dry density of 600 and 800 kg/m3, respectively. The measured oven-dry

densities of the different mixes were presented in Fig. 6. The results in Fig. 6 show that the actual dry densities of

these two reference mixes are 570 and 816 kg/m3, which falls within the acceptable range for lightweight concrete.
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Figure 6: Measured oven-dry density of LWAC with different aggregates

Several researchers reported that the tolerance of lightweight aggregate concrete, in terms of dry density, can be up

to ± 50 kg/m3 [64, 65], thus confirming that the reference specimens satisfied the requirements of their intended

purpose. Upon replacing expanded glass aggregates with other types of aggregate at the same volume, the dry density

increased significantly due to the different aggregate particle densities. The aggregate properties mainly determine

lightweight concrete density when the binder volume and composition are the same. At the same cement matrix

volume and composition, it is the aggregate properties which mainly govern lightweight concrete density. In the

case of the incorporation of expanded clay aggregates with a particle density in the range of 540-850 kg/m3, the dry

density obviously increases, compared to the expanded glass aggregate specimens. Similarly, the use of foamed glass

aggregates increases the dry density of the lightweight concrete mixes to 927 and 1095 kg/m3 in the EG1 and EG2

specimens, respectively.

4.2. Pore characteristics from micro-CT images

The main difference between LWAC and conventional concrete is the pore structure of the materials. LWAC has a

higher porosity and a larger pore size than other concrete in general [57], and, it is therefore important to investigate

its pore characteristics properly. Among several pore investigation approaches, in this study, the micro-CT imaging

was selected as the nondestructive measurement. The volumetric pore structures of the used LWAC were examined

using the image obtained, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 7 shows the pore structures of LWAC with different aggregates and densities. In this figure, only pores larger

than the pixel resolution (29.7 µm) were taken into consideration. The pores within the binder and the lightweight
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Figure 7: Pore structures of the LWAC with different aggregates and densities (Note: in each specimen, the transparent blue represents the pores in
the lightweight aggregates, while the red represents the pores included in the binder region. The transparent gray is the specimen boundary.)

aggregates were classified according to different colors; the former presented in red and the latter in blue. As shown

in Fig. 7, the pores included in the lightweight aggregates, depicted in blue, are dominant in the pore structures of the

specimens; this is consistent with other studies that demonstrated the effect of lightweight aggregates on the material

characteristics [61, 66, 67]. Both the pores of the binder and of the aggregates can be considered as channels through

which both ions and fluids can flow. A quantitative porosity investigation is presented in Fig. 8. For each aggregate

type, the higher density specimen (designed based on LV 800 kg/m3, series 2) shows lower total porosity than in

the case of the series 1 with the lower density specimen. Increasing the volume of lightweight aggregate contributed

to reducing material density since lightweight aggregates tend to be more porous than binder materials. The LWAC

specimens with lower density contained more lightweight aggregate particles in the same volume, with higher porosity

values than in the case of the higher density specimens with more binder content. In Fig. 8, regardless of the aggregate

type, the porosity of the binder was almost similar in each density class. The porosity of the lightweight aggregates

made up for to more than 70 % of the total porosity in all cases, which can also be discerned visually from the

micro-CT images; this confirms that lightweight aggregates are critical in determining the pore characteristics of

LWAC. Among the used lightweight aggregates, the material containing the foamed glass shows the highest porosity,

indicating that the EG specimen contained the most channels by which fluids could pass. In the expanded granules,
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Figure 8: Quantitative porosity information of the LWAC specimens

the expanded clay (LP) was more porous than the expanded glass (LV).

In addition to porosity, Fig. 9 presents the pore size distribution of the LWAC specimens. Despite a similar trend

in general, the detailed distributions of the specimens showed a difference according to the aggregate type and density,

particularly in the relatively large pores. In all aggregate types, the lower density specimens have a bigger proportion

of large pores (> 40 µm). In the range below 40 µm, all specimens exhibit similar frequency, with the EG specimens

having the largest proportion of the relatively large pores at both density levels. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the pores

belonging to the binder tended to be relatively small, while it is assumed that the large pores were from the lightweight

aggregates. The pore size distribution results indicate that the foamed glass aggregates had more and coarser pores

than the other aggregates, while the expanded glass contained smaller and less pores than in the other cases, which

might affect durability-related properties, as is discussed in the following sections.

4.3. Numerical analysis using micro-CT data

To investigate the permeable characteristics of the LWAC numerically, the tortuosity of the specimens was com-

puted according to Eq. (4). Tortuosity, as previously mentioned, is a parameter which describes the shortest flow path

through a sample. Fig. 10 presents the tortuosity results for the LWAC specimens. In this study, tortuosity denoted in

the x-axis was determined by the voxel-based calculation. A larger tortuosity value denotes that there is more space

in the specimen where fluid can flow, indicating that the material tends to be vulnerable to the external environment.

The results indicate that the higher density specimens tended to have a distribution with smaller values than the lower

density specimens in each aggregate type. The series 2 specimens with the higher density had lower porosity and
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 9: Comparison of the pore size distribution of the LWAC specimens: (a) LP, (b) LV, (c) EG (Note: pores larger than the pixel size were only
considered according to the image resolution.)
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Figure 10: Tortuosity of the LWAC specimens (Note: the x-axis denotes the tortousity computed by the voxel-based calculation.)

fewer large pores (> 40 µm) than the lower density specimens, thereby affecting the relatively small tortousity values

in general. In particular, most tortuosity values of the higher density specimens are distributed in a range less than 10.

On the other hand, the lower density specimens (series 1) show relatively high tortuosity values, particularly in the

EG1 specimen, as marked in red in Fig. 10. The EG1 specimen has less short path than in the other cases, while a high

tortuosity above 30 was found only in this specimen. As shown in the pore size distribution in Fig. 9, the specimens

with foamed glass have relatively more and larger pores, which contributed to the broad and high tortuosity distribu-

tion. In the specimens with expanded aggregates, the LP specimens have a higher proportion of tortuosity larger than

10, compared to any other LV specimen; this is due to the higher porosity and larger pore size that can secure wider

and more connected pore channels. The tortuosity results in Fig. 10 indicate that the tortuosity distributions can be

varied even in the specimens with the similar porosity range. Thus, tortuosity can be effectively used to examine the

permeable characteristics which cannot be described only with porosity.
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Figure 11: Comparison of total porosity and average tortuosity of the LWAC specimens

The results of a quantitative investigation of the computed tortuosity is presented in Fig. 11. In this figure, the

average tortuosity of each specimen is given together with the total porosity. The trend of the average tortuosity tends

to coincidence with that of the total porosity, which indicates a close correlation between the pore and permeability

characteristics of LWAC. The relative tortuosity is almost the same as the porosity, with the EG1 specimen showing

a particularly high average tortuosity. Since foamed glass has more numerous and large pores than other lightweight

aggregates, the EG1 specimen, which contained more lightweight aggregate particles than the higher density sam-

ples, tended to have more large and continuous pores, which can be confirmed according to porosity and pore size

distribution. In contrast, the specimens with expanded glass had the lowest porosity and tortuosity, indicating that

these materials were less affected by fluid attacks. Furthermore, the specimens with similar tortuosity, e.g., LP2,

LV2, and EG2 specimens, have different porosities, and this indicates that the permeable characteristics of LWAC are

strongly affected by aggregate types, not only by porosity. The quantitative results confirm that a proper investigation

of durability-related characteristics is needed because LWAC with similar porosity can have different pore structures,

such as pore connectivity.

4.4. Experimental measurements

In addition to the numerical approaches, several physical and durability-related properties were experimentally

measured. The experimental results validated the specimen quality and can be used for correlation with the numerical

characteristics.
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Figure 12: Open water porosity of LWAC with different densities and aggregates

4.4.1. Open water porosity

In addition to the micro-CT porosity investigation, the water displacement method (Eq. (3)) was used to determine

the volume of open pores which were accessible to water to to confirm the pore characteristics. Fig. 12 presents

the measured open water porosity for LWAC specimens with different aggregates. It can be clearly seen that total

porosity strongly correlates with concrete density. In all aggregate types, the mixes with the higher density have

a lower porosity than mixes with lower density. In the same density class, the types and properties of lightweight

aggregates played an important role in determining the open porosity of lightweight aggregate concrete. Ecoglass

mixes exhibit the highest open porosity compared to expanded glass and expanded clay at densities of both densities;

this can be attributed to the high porosity of foamed glass aggregate compared to other aggregate types. Evidence

of this effect can be found in the water absorption of the aggregate particles, as shown in Table 2. The open water

porosity test results are in good agreement with the measured water absorption values of the lightweight aggregates.

Ecoglass aggregate has a water absorption of about 21–27 wt.-%, which is much higher than that of expanded clay and

expanded glass. The obtained results confirm that the water absorption test can be used as an indicator for predicting

the open pore structure inside an aggregate. In Fig. 12, the open water porosity is slightly higher than the values of

the measured porosity using micro-CT imaging because very tiny pores, such as capillaries, were also considered in

this experiment. Despite the small differences, the overall trend was almost the same with both methods.
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Figure 13: Results of water penetration depth of the LWAC mixes

4.4.2. Water penetration depth

Water penetration depth was measured to evaluate concrete permeability in accordance with EN 12390-8. The

results were presented in Fig. 13, indicating that concrete permeability strongly depends on its density, or on the vol-

umetric amounts of concrete components. The higher density (series 2) specimens had lower penetration depths than

the lower density specimens due to the increased amount of cement matrix and the reduced proportions of lightweight

aggregate. However, at the same cementitious materials content and at the same density class, the water penetration

depth of porous lightweight aggregates depends on their pore structure and connectivity, which is consistent with the

tortuosity results. The higher porosity of foamed glass aggregates, associated with their large pore sizes, facilitates

the movement of water under pressure inside the concrete. However, the LWAC specimens containing expanded glass

with a high volume of closed pores, which are water inaccessible, and a lower volume of open pores with smaller sizes

showed lower penetration depth. The closed pores cannot contribute to the movement of water through the material,

with the solids between the pores hindering penetration by water. As a result, the water penetration depth of expanded

glass LWAC is much lower than that of expanded clay LWAC at both density levels. The permeability characteristics

of LWAC specimens with expanded clay were on the average between that of expanded glass LWAC and foamed glass

LWAC. Water penetration depth through concrete depends mainly on pore size and pore connectivity. The results of

pore size distribution tests (Fig. 9) show that the EG specimens contained more coarse pores than the expanded glass

and expanded clay specimens, which explains the performance of different lightweight concrete mixes in the water

penetration test: the coarser the pores the higher the depth of water penetration.
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Figure 14: Water absorption coefficient of the LWAC mixes

4.4.3. Sorptivity

Concrete sorptivity was determined by measuring the mass increase of concrete samples in accordance with EN

ISO 15148. Water sorption inside concrete depends mainly on capillary pore volume, size and connectivity. In

sorptivity measurements, only the capillary pores contribute to the movement of water inside concrete since capillary

suction is the main force for water motion. The increase in dry concrete mass due to partial submersion in water for up

to 24 h was measured. From the rate of mass increase, the water absorption coefficient (Fig. 14) can be calculated as a

measurement of concrete sorptivity. The trend of the sorptivity results was similar to that of the results of open water

porosity and water penetration depth. Concrete sorptivity is highly related to the type of aggregate used. At the same

density with the same cement matrix, the water absorption coefficient depends on the capillary pore volume and on

the connectivity inside the lightweight aggregate. The absorption coefficients were 1.2221 and 0.6897 kg/(m2.hr0.5)

for expanded glass concrete with lower and higher densities, respectively. However, upon replacing the expanded

glass with ecoglass aggregate, a sharp increase in the absorption coefficients, to 2.9201 and 1.3744 kg/(m2.hr0.5),

respectively, can be observed. The role of lightweight aggregate porosity on concrete sorptivity is critical, and the

selection of aggregate type should be accurate in order to reduce the harmful impacts of water motion inside concrete

units.

The obtained results support the notion that the pore structure of LWAC strongly affects permeable characteristics,

such as water absorption and tortuosity, and that both porosity and pore size distribution need to be considered in
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examining the relationship between pore structures and durability-related properties. Despite the similar volume of

each type of aggregate the transport properties of concrete are not directly correlated with the density of concrete

itself, but are mainly attributed to the type of aggregate used. In particular, lightweight aggregates with more porous

structures, like foamed glass, are more vulnerable than other kinds, while specimens with expanded glass showed

smaller durability-related properties, denoting this the material is less susceptible to fluid attacks.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated the effects of lightweight aggregate types on the durability characteristics of lightweight

aggregate concrete incorporating a nondestructive measurement. Lightweight aggregates from three different sources

were used: expanded glass, expanded clay, and foamed glass. Based on the specimens with expanded glass aggregates

with different density levels (600 and 800 kg/m3), the aggregate types were only replaced from the mix composition

to evaluate a clear effect of aggregate types on the durability-related properties. X-ray micro-CT was utilized for

describing the internal structures of the produced lightweight aggregate concrete specimens, and their detailed pore

characteristics and permeable characteristics were measured using the obtained micro-CT data. The physical proper-

ties of the specimens were also examined using several experimental approaches, with the relationship between the

material characteristics and durability-related properties confirmed effectively.

The concluding remarks of this study can be summarized as follows:

• The type of lightweight aggregate strongly affects the physical properties and characteristics of lightweight

aggregate concrete. Aggregate particles from different origins can be successfully utilized to produce ultra-

lightweight concrete with a density lower than 1200 kg/m3.

• X-ray micro-CT can be used to visualize the pore structure of lightweight aggregate concrete. Micro-CT imag-

ing enabled classification of pores in lightweight aggregates and binder, which contributes to understanding the

effects of each aggregate on LWAC pore characteristics.

• Tortuosity, a parameter for indicating permeable characteristics, was effectively computed using micro-CT data.

The tortuosity results confirmed that the permeable characteristics of lightweight aggregate concrete strongly

depend on the type and amount of used aggregates, which can contribute to the dry density of a material. Among

the used aggregates, the specimens with foamed glass showed the highest tortuosity, denoting that this material

is the most vulnerable, since it contains a wide and long channel path. Conversely, expanded glass is the most

effective material in terms of preventing environmental damage caused by fluid.
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• Durability-related properties, such as water penetration depth and the absorption coefficient, showed that the

durability of lightweight aggregate concrete is affected by aggregate type, particularly pore structure. Although

the material density of expanded clay and foamed glass is higher than that of expanded glass, their porous

structures contribute to higher water absorption and penetration depth, which indicates vulnerability to chloride

moisture penetration.

• In terms of permeable characteristics, expanded glass is a more beneficial material than expanded clay and

foamed glass. Due to their higher porosity, the latter materials can be effectively used for other objectives,

such as insulation and noise cancellation. Thus, the appropriate selection of lightweight aggregate needs to be

undertaken according to the purpose of use.

In addition to the obtained results in this study, further studies on other lightweight aggregates from different

origins can be performed using the systematic tool proposed here. With further investigation and testing, it can be

expected to develop advanced ultra-lightweight aggregate materials with better mechanical, durability, and insulation

performance.
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